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The program is easy to use. You
can record the radio station,

save the broadcast, and
download to your computer. The

program allows you to easily
select exactly what you wish to
record. Your recordings in free.
You can download them to your

computer and listen to them
anytime. The Radio ADAPTER is
an easy-to-use PC program that

can record radio channels for
you. It records three FM and AM
stations. You can download it for
free. It works with Windows 98,
2000, XP, Windows Vista. The

program allows you to save your
recordings directly to your

computer or to an MP3 player.
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You can select the desired
channel and the program will

listen and record until the end of
the broadcast. After the

recording is complete, you can
stop the program and save it to

your computer or to an MP3
player. You can easily listen to
your recordings anytime. You
can also create playlists from

your radio recordings. The
program is easy to use. It is a

true PC program and it does not
require an internet

connection.TORONTO, Ontario --
(Marketwire) -- 12/23/12 --

Baupost Group LLC (BGP), the
global asset management

subsidiary of Leucadia National
Corporation (NASDAQ: LUKC),
today announced that it has
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received a rating upgrade from
analysts at Duff & Phelps and

has an overall strong outlook for
the Company. The senior

analyst, Randy Obmacht, in a
research note for clients today

stated, "We think these
valuations look attractive and we
believe the company's long-term

prospects have been
underestimated by the market in

the past." Randy Obmacht
stated, "Baupost is best known
for its investments in Canadian
cannabis and other real estate.
To improve its ability to manage
risk, the company has sold off
many of those interests. This

move helped it to achieve
returns at the same time, much
higher than on the better known
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investments. Now, it has a
leading real estate investment
strategy in Canada, in which it
controls more than half of the
land available in a key growth
market for real estate, where it

has been one of the most
successful properties. We believe

its leading position, the
increased value that has

developed in the last few years
and the few company-specific

projects in the pipeline present a
promising outlook for the

company." Peter Diamond,
President of Baupost Group LLC,
stated, "The rating upgrade from
Duff & Phelps and the favorable
outlook from the analysts reaff
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